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Abstract
To aid with testing operations in the Propulsion Research Center Hot-Fire Test cell
sensor readout modules that communicate with the test cell data acquisition system and provide
real time updates of test cell measurement value were designed, built, and tested. The display
modules use a seven segment LED module with an ATmega328p microcontroller to display up
to four significant digits of measurement values from any test cell sensor. The modules may be
mounted anywhere in the test cell to provide additional safety for test operators as well as
improve test operation efficiency. The modules were built on a custom printed circuit board and
are mounted in a custom additively manufactured enclosure that may be deployed anywhere in
the test cell. An RS-232 serial link communication protocol was developed for sending sensor
information from the test cell data acquisition system to the display modules. A LabVIEW
subroutine was written to generate the command packets for the deployed display modules.
Firmware on the module has been programed to receive the data for all modules, interpret the
data into packets, and pick out the specific packet of data for its display. In addition, the
firmware includes safety features for ignoring bad data and warning operators if an updated
sensor value has not been received in a selectable amount of time. The modules were designed
such that they are interchangeable and may be removed for maintenance without interrupting
additional modules connected in the system. Two prototype board were fabricated and tested to
validate the design and debug the software. With successful demonstration testing, the design is
ready for mass production and implementation throughout the test cell.
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I. Introduction
The Propulsion Research Center at the University of Huntsville in Alabama operates a
liquid and solid rocket test stand that uses various high-pressure and low temperature fluids.
During test operations, system pressures are set using manually operated pressure regulators.
Currently, the operator adjusting the regulators does not have direct feedback at the regulator
panel. Instead system pressures are monitored from the control room and relayed through a
handheld radio or a tablet display linked into the data acquisition system. For the convenience
and safety of the operator present at the stand, an LED module was designed to mount onto the
regulator panel and to display the set pressure above its respective regulator as shown in Figure
1. The module receives data from the data acquisition system via a serial port and is updated
continuously to provide real time feedback.

Figure 1: Regulator Panel to be Populated
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II. Design
The display modules receive continuous input from the data acquisition system (DAQ)
computer over a common serial line. The modules, up to 256 of them, are daisy chained together
along the data line. The DAQ sends data to all of the modules simultaneously over the common
serial line as stream of addressed packets. Each module picks its packet out of the stream based
on its address set by two rotary switches on the module. The modules verify the integrity of the
packets by calculating a checksum of the received packet and comparing it against the checksum
embedded in the packet. Once the integrity of the packet is verified, the data within it displayed.
The data is sent from the data acquisition system over the RS-232 standard, the serial or
comm port seen on many PCs. It is converted to RS-485 by an inline converter. It is converted
back to RS-232 at the modules where it is read by the microcontrollers on the modules. The
conversion to RS-485 extends the length over which the data can be transmitted. The data
acquisition system and regulator panel are roughly 50 feet apart from one another by the path of
the wire which RS-232 is not capable of being transmitted.
Module Electronics
The core of the design is in its electronics. All of the capabilities of the module stem from
its physical components. A list of the components used for a module may be found in Appendix
B – Display Module Parts ListThe top and bottom top and bottom traces of the printed circuit
board design may be seen in Figure 2. Input signals are read in from the connectors on the right
side of the board, passed through the MAX488 where they are converted from RS-485 to RS232, and onto the microcontroller where they are processed. The address selection rotary
switches are on the left side of the boards. The printed circuit boards have been manufactured by
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OSH Park. The components were mounted by hand and attached using reflow soldering on a hot
plate. A prototype board may be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 2: PCB Design

Figure 3: Protoype Module
The display for the module is a 4-digit 7 segment blue LED display as shown in Figure 4.
The choice of a seven-segment display limits the set of printable characters to the real numbers
and a few letters beyond the hexadecimal set. This is acceptable for the purposes of the module
since it is designed for displaying pressures and temperatures with the occasional hexadecimal
address.
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Figure 4: 7 Segment Display
At the heart of the module is the microcontroller. The microcontroller is the miniature
computer that processes input and controls the display of the output. The microcontroller chosen
for the module is the ATmega328p. This is the same microcontroller as in the popular Arduino
Uno. The ATmega328p is an inexpensive and easy to use microcontroller. It is capable of being
programmed through the Arduino integrated development environment (IDE) using the Arduino
C/C++ libraries. This allows for rapid programming and debugging when compared to more
low-level packages such as the powerful, but complex Atmel Studio. Unlike the Arduino Uno, a
surface mount version the ATmega328p was used to minimize the space used on the board by
the microcontroller. This only effects the installation of the microcontroller. Internally the two
packages are the same.
Connected to the microcontroller are two ports with six holes for interfacing with a PC.
One is marked ICSP which stands for In Circuit Serial Programming. This port is used to
reprogram the module with a needle connector as shown in Figure 5. The needle connector
allows for convenient reprogramming when installed. The other port marked UART, which
stands for Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter, is used to interface with the board
through the serial communications such as Arduino IDE console. This port was used for the
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debugging of the module since it is the only way for the module to provide feedback. While the
RS-485 specification may support it, the modules are not designed to provide feedback to the
DAQ. For the final version of the module firmware, any output over the UART port is disabled
to improve the response of the board.

Figure 5: JTAG Needle Connector
The display cannot be directly driven by the microcontroller due to the high current draw
of the display. Attempting to do so would burn up the microcontroller. Thus to control the
display, a driver circuit is needed. These may be purchased as integrated circuits from a variety
of reputable. The Maxim Integrated MAX7221EWG was chosen for the display driver for this
board. This is a popular device that has seen much success in the hobby market and has a readily
available code base which simplifies programming for the module. The microcontroller
communicates with the driver, telling it what to display and the driver handles the displaying of
the data.
The conversion from RS-485 back to RS-232 that the microcontroller understands takes
place on a Maxim Integrated MAX488 integrated circuit. Data is taken in from the common data
line and is passed into the MAX488 where it is converted into RS-232 that the microcontroller
natively understands. The conversion into RS-485 is necessary to ensure that the data from the
DAQ can be transmitted over the lengths of wire to the regulator panel and any other future
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installation point of the modules. The conversions do not impact any software on the DAQ or
firmware on the modules; they all happen in circuitry between the DAQ and the module.
The address of each module is set manually by two 16-way rotary switches. The switches
used may be seen in Figure 6. The two switches correspond to one half of a two-digit
hexadecimal address. The first switch, marked ADDR_HI, sets the first digit and the second
switch, marked ADDR_LO, sets the second digit. Together the two switches allow for a total of
256 addresses. This means that with the proper data rate up to 256 modules could be active using
only a single data line from the DAQ.

Figure 6: Rotary Switch
Display Module Firmware
The hardware determines the capabilities of the module, but the firmware governs how it
uses those capabilities. The firmware deciphers the data packets send from the DAQ and displays
the instructs the controller whether to display the data or ignore it and wait for more data. The
modules must be able to continuously display data even when receiving garbage data or noise.
The firmware accomplished this by keeping record of the packets received, checks if the are
garbage, and interprets them if they are valid. As a safety feature, the display will begin to blink
after a second of no valid data. This is to alert the operator of outdated data. The full code may
be seen Appendix A – Display Module Code
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The firmware can be broken up into several major steps shown in the flowchart in Figure
7. The first task is to get the address from the two rotary switch pins and display it. This is held
on without blinking until data is sent to be displayed. Afterwards the firmware falls into a loop of
checking the input buffer and deciphering any packets out of it. If any valid packets are found
that are addressed to the current module, the data within in the packet is displayed. A blink timer
is maintained throughout this process that forces the display to blink after a second of no new
valid data addressed to the module.
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Figure 7: Firmware Flow Diagram
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To determine the address of the module, the pins of the switches are read and converted
into a binary number. Each pin of the four data pins on the switches corresponds to a bit that
makes up the address of the device. For example, with the first switch set to 0 and the second
switch set to F reads as 00001111, 15 in decimal, on the microcontroller. Once the address is
obtained it is displayed and held without blinking until new data is displayed.
The structure of the data packets sent to the module is critical for the firmware design.
The communication protocol is custom designed for ease of use. The packets the protocol uses
are 9 bytes wide with each representing an ASCII character in the format “AADDDDCCS”. The
first two bytes correspond to the address of the device, the next four correspond to the data to be
displayed, the next two are the checksum, and the last byte is the cord separator which is always
a newline character in this protocol. Representing all of the data as ASCII characters is not
efficient for size of the packets or data transfer rate, but it is easy to program and display on a
dumb terminal. Compactness and speed are not critical on this system so ease of use was
prioritized.
The checksum is calculated by taking the exclusive or (XOR) of each byte of a packet
preceding the checksum bytes starting from the front of the packet and working towards the
checksum. The XOR is taken of the value for the symbol in the ASCII table. For example, the
‘0’ character corresponds to a decimal value of 48. The firmware converts the ASCII characters
into their underlying values on the ASCII table. This process is based off the NMEA checksum
process used in commercial global positioning systems. The firmware converts the address,
checksum, and cord separator values of the packets to whatever representation is pertinent at the
time at other points in the firmware. The data portion of the packet is passed to the LED driver
firmware as characters without conversion as its interface specifies.
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The firmware spends most of its time searching for and interpreting new input.
Throughout this process fetching data must not block the operation of the device. This means
that the module cannot freeze while waiting for a complete packet. Any input data is
automatically placed into a hardware input buffer in the microcontroller. This buffer is not large
and requires constant clearing so that it does not overflow. Every cycle of the main loop, the
input buffer is cleared byte by byte, and its data is loaded into a larger queue. It is important that
this be done on per byte basis. The byte is the smallest unit present in the buffer. Taking data in
as integers, a common data type that is two bytes wide, could create a block or an error if not
enough data is in the buffer. Once the queue has enough data for a packet to be present, the
stored data is dequeued and searched for a newline character which is the cord separator for the
packets. If no newline character is found the data is garbage and discarded. If one is found and
the length of the packet is correct, another validation technique, the checksum is calculated and
compared against the checksum of the packets. If the checksums match and the data is address
matches the modules, then the packet is valid, and data is displayed.
DAQ Software
The data acquisition system is programmed in National Instruments LabView. To
interface with the other DAQ programs, a program was written that controls the modules. The
display module program is written as a subroutine, called a virtual instrument or vi, for use in
other LabView program which may be seen in Figure 8. The client code must combine the
output that is to be displayed and the relevant module address and pass it into the display module
subprogram along with an open serial port for the display module subprogram to write out to.
The client program must also be careful to not push data faster than the modules or DAQ serial
port can update. This can be ensured by placing the display module subprogram in a timed loop
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set to any value less than 1 Hz. An example may be seen in Figure 11 along with the test code
that evaluates the display module subprogram.
A test program was written that uses the display module subprogram as it would be used
in other programs. Data is collected from sensors through the DAQ assistant block and piped into
the timed loop that the display module subprogram sits in. Data is only grabbed for the module
subprogram when the timed loop allows it to which prevents a buffer overflow in either the DAQ
serial port or the module input port. The serial port that the modules are on is initialized by the
client program. This also occurs in the test program in the initialization sequence block. This port
is then passed into the module subprogram for it to write to. This makes the subprogram
parametric as well as holding the port open until the completion of the client program. User
inputs in the test program allow for test cases to be chosen to verify the functionality both the
module subprogram and its firmware.
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Figure 8: Display Module subprogram
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Figure 9: Master Test Code
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Enclosure
A 3D printed closure was designed to house the module. The enclosure not only holds the
module but helps to protect it from the elements. The enclosure does not have to be waterproof
since the regular panel is well underneath the roof of test stand. The enclosure along with a
module installed may be seen in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Rear of Enclosure with and Without Module (Cover not Shown)
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The cutouts on the regulator panel cutouts are 4.5” wide by 2.65” tall. The enclosures are
designed to snugly sit inside them. Their actual dimensions are tweaked with 3D printer settings
to achieve a desirable fit. The display boards mounted in the enclosures are 3.5” wide by 1.25”
tall. They are screwed inside the enclosure and should not have to be removed once installed
except for replacement.
The enclosure is mounted from the front of the regulator panel. It is placed into its hole
and installed using ¼ - 20 bolts. There will be enough extra wire from the back of the enclosure
so the panel may be pulled an appreciable distance from the panel without damaging the
connector to the module. This also allows for the easy maintenance of the modules.
For the enclosure shown in the previous photos, the filament used was acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene or ABS. This was used as the Propulsion Research Center has some readily
available to use. For the enclosures that will be installed on the test stand, other more weather
resistant filaments are being investigated. ABS likely be sufficient, but not having to replace the
enclosures due would be convenient.
III. Testing
The testing of the modules was performed with prototype versions of the boards. The
prototype version had two errors that were corrected on the final version of the board shown in
Figure 2. The two errors were corrected on the prototypes before the testing was conducted. The
two working prototype boards were installed electrically identical to how they would be on the
regulator panel. This may be seen in Figure 11. Signal comes in from the DAQ through the
display module subprogram. It is converted from RS-232 to RS-485 by the inline converter. The
output of the converter is then run to the modules where they reconvert the data to RS-232 and
display the information.
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Figure 11: Prototype Board Testing
To test the successful operation of the modules, test packets along with garbage data were
sent to the modules through the Arduino IDE serial monitor. The two modules were set to have
different addresses from one another. The modules were shown to successfully display all valid
packets addressed to them as well as ignoring garbage data. The checksum validation of the
modules proved the most difficult get working. There were several bugs in the module firmware
that caused the checksum generated by the modules to disagree with the checksums provided by
the DAQ. The bugs were incrementally removed, and the checksum decoding routine checked by
passing four packets that each contain one of the four possible types of checksums and verifying
the modules output. The four types of checksum are a DD, DX, XD, and XX where D is a
decimal number (0-9) and X is a hexadecimal character (A-F, case insensitive).
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VI. Conclusion and Moving Forward
Display modules for the hand regulators at the host fire test stand at the Propulsion
Research Center have been successfully developed and tested. The modules can display system
pressures and temperatures to an operator in the test stand without any assistance from another
operator in the control room. The firmware for the boards has been bug tested and proven to
work over all the use cases for the modules. All possible addresses and all possible checksum
combinations have been tested on the modules. The modules can filter out garbage from the
input stream and can resume displaying data when valid input returns. With the option of 256
modules being installed on a single line, the Propulsion Research Center has the capability to
expand the use of the displays for years to come.
With the prototype module and housing designed, fabricated and tested, the modules are
ready for implementation into the test cell. The next step involves populating the regulator panel
shown in Figure 1 with additional display modules. Data lines and power lines for the modules
will be run between the data acquisition system and the regulator panel. The firmware for both is
the same and will not require any updates for the new modules. Additional enclosures will be
printed either in ABS or using a different filament if desired. Finally, data acquisition codes for
recording test data will be updated to incorporate the display module sub-vi. Incorporation of the
display modules into the test cell will provide increased awareness for operators, improved test
operations, and increased safety for future test campaigns in the PRC Hot-Fire Test cell.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Display Module Code
/*
* William Hankins
* Honors Project
* May 8, 2019
*/
#include <Queue.h> // make sure to get library from github
#include <LedControl.h>
/* Prototypes */
void displayString(char* string, int len);
int getAddress();
void displayAddress();
bool checksumIsValid(char* packet);
byte chars2Binary(byte digit1, byte digit2);
/* Globals and Defines */
int ADDRESS; // address of device
#define
#define
#define
#define

BAUD_RATE
9600
LED_MAX
15
LED_MIN
0
DISPLAY_SIZE
4

// Packet info
#define PACKET_SIZE
9
#define CORD_SEPERATOR "\n"
#define ADDR_BYTE
0 //
#define DATA_BYTE
2 //
#define CHECK_BYTE
6 //
#define SEPERATOR_BYTE 8 //
#define NEWLINE
10 //

1st
3rd
7th
9th
ASCII representation of newline

// Rotary Switch Pins
#define PIN_1 A3
#define PIN_2 A2
#define PIN_4 A1
#define PIN_8 A0
// Led Pins and
#define MOSI
#define CS
#define CLK
#define nDEVICE
#define ADDR

number of devices
11
10
13
1
0 // address of LED

// Blink timing
#define TIMER
1000 // millisecond, time till blinking
#define BLINK_TIMER 250 // millisecond, duration of on/off blink
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/* Declarations */
LedControl led = LedControl(MOSI, CLK, CS, nDEVICE);
DataQueue<byte> inputBuffer(256); // size is arbitrarily long
void setup() {
/* Configure Serial Display */
Serial.begin(BAUD_RATE);
/* Configure LED Display */
led.shutdown(ADDR, false); // turn on the LED
led.setIntensity(ADDR, LED_MAX);
/* Set the Rotary Switch Pins */
// Rotary Switch uses analog pins for its input
// They are pulled high and the switch sets the correct pins
// to ground. This means that 1111 corresponds to a reading of 0
// and a reading of 0000 corresponds to a reading of 16
pinMode(PIN_1, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(PIN_1, INPUT);
pinMode(PIN_2, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(PIN_2, INPUT);
pinMode(PIN_4, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(PIN_4, INPUT);
pinMode(PIN_8, INPUT_PULLUP);
pinMode(PIN_8, INPUT);
/* Display the Address of the Device */
ADDRESS = getAddress();
displayAddress();
}
bool addressIsOn = true; // dont blink unless we are past address display
unsigned long oldTime = millis();
unsigned long newTime = oldTime;
void loop()
{
/* Blinking */
newTime = millis();
if(newTime - oldTime > TIMER && addressIsOn == false)
{
if(((newTime - oldTime)/BLINK_TIMER)%2 == 0) // is even
led.shutdown(ADDR, true);
else // is odd
led.shutdown(ADDR, false);
}
/* Fetch New Data */
while(Serial.available() > 0)
{
byte byteBuffer;
Serial.readBytes(&byteBuffer, 1);
inputBuffer.enqueue(byteBuffer);
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}
/* Read and Interpret Data */
while(inputBuffer.item_count() >= PACKET_SIZE)
{
byte packet[PACKET_SIZE];
bool endFound = false;
int i = 0;
do
{
packet[i] = inputBuffer.dequeue();
//Serial.print("I am reading the packet: ");
//Serial.println(packet[i]);
if(packet[i] == NEWLINE)
endFound = true;
i++;
if(i == PACKET_SIZE && endFound == false)
i = 0; // reset it to keep searching
}
while(endFound == false && inputBuffer.isEmpty() == false);
/* Deterime if we have a valid packet and print it */
if(i == (PACKET_SIZE)) // check the end, see if it is filled up
{
//Serial.println("The packet is the right is the right size");
if(checksumIsValid(packet)) // check if corrupt
{
//Serial.println("The checksum is valid");
if(chars2Binary(packet[ADDR_BYTE], packet[ADDR_BYTE+1]) == ADDRESS)
// check if addressed to me
{
//Serial.println("The address is correct, I am printing");
char
number[]
=
{packet[DATA_BYTE],
packet[DATA_BYTE+1],
packet[DATA_BYTE+2], packet[DATA_BYTE+3]};
displayString(number, 4);
addressIsOn = false; // can start blinking now
/* Configure Timers */
oldTime = millis();
newTime = oldTime;
led.shutdown(ADDR, false); // make sure led is on
}
}
}
}
}
void displayString(char string[], int len)
{
// Printable Characters:
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// A, b, c, d, E, F, H, L, P, -, ., _, " "
// Inputs to functions may be either case, above merely shows output
const char OUT_OF_RANGE[] = "----";
enum digit{FIRST, SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH};
switch(len)
{
case 4:
led.setChar(ADDR, FIRST, string[0], false);
led.setChar(ADDR, SECOND, string[1], false);
led.setChar(ADDR, THIRD, string[2], false);
led.setChar(ADDR, FOURTH, string[3], false);
break;
case 3:
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
break;

FIRST,
" ", false);
SECOND, string[0], false);
THIRD, string[1], false);
FOURTH, string[2], false);

case 2:
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
break;

FIRST,
" ", false);
SECOND,
" ", false);
THIRD, string[0], false);
FOURTH, string[1], false);

case 1:
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
led.setChar(ADDR,
break;

FIRST,
" ",
SECOND,
" ",
THIRD,
" ",
FOURTH, string[0],

false);
false);
false);
false);

default:
displayString(OUT_OF_RANGE, 4);
}
}
int getAddress()
{
/* Get my Address */
// this should be run iff the pins and pullups have been set
int addr[4];
addr[0] = digitalRead(PIN_1);
addr[1] = digitalRead(PIN_2);
addr[2] = digitalRead(PIN_4);
addr[3] = digitalRead(PIN_8);
// Flip the bits
// Surely there is a more elegant bitshifty way to do this
for(int i = 0; i < 4; i++)
{
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if(addr[i] == 1)
addr[i] = 0;
else
addr[i] = 1;
}
int address = addr[3]*8 + addr[2]*4 + addr[1]*2 + addr[0]*1;
return address;
}
void displayAddress()
{
/*
* Displays the address of the device
* Be sure to call this function after the
* switch pins and pullups are set!
*/
char buff[4];
if(ADDRESS < 16)
{
char hexAddr[1];
sprintf(hexAddr, "%x", ADDRESS);
buff[0] = '-';
buff[1] = '0';
buff[2] = hexAddr[0];
buff[3] = '-';
}
else
{
char hexAddr[2];
sprintf(hexAddr, "%x", ADDRESS);
buff[0] = '-';
buff[1] = hexAddr[0];
buff[2] = hexAddr[1];
buff[3] = '-';
}
displayString(buff, 4);
}
bool checksumIsValid(char* packet)
{
/*
* This uses NMEA checksum method
* The data (and in this case the address) has a checksum calculated
* by taking the XOR of all of the other bytes
*/
/* Calculate the Checksum */
byte checksum = 0b00000000;
for(int i = 0; i < (PACKET_SIZE - (PACKET_SIZE - CHECK_BYTE)); i++)
{
checksum ^= packet[i];
}
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/* Compare Calculated Checksum vs Packet Checksum */
if(checksum == chars2Binary(packet[CHECK_BYTE], packet[CHECK_BYTE + 1]))
return true;
else
return false;
}
byte chars2Binary(byte digit1, byte digit2)
{
/*
* This function converts 2 ASCII characters into their
* binary human readable equivalents in HEX. For example, 'F' 'F'
* becomes 256. '0' '1' becomes 1. This function doesn't
* merely return the ASCII table value of the character
*/
/* Convert ASCII HEX values to binary DEC numbers */
if(digit1 > 70) // a-f
digit1 = digit1 - 87;
else if(digit1 > 64) //A-F
digit1 = digit1 - 55;
else // decimal
digit1 = digit1 - 48;
if(digit2 > 70) // a-f
digit2 = digit2 - 87;
else if(digit2 > 64) //A-F
digit2 = digit2 - 55;
else // decimal
digit2 = digit2 - 48;
/* Prepare Return value */
byte value = 16*digit1 + digit2; // This is in HEX
return value;
}
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Appendix B – Display Module Parts List
Item
28.4 kΩ 0603 Resistor
0.1 µF 0603 Capacitor
0.33 µF 1206 Capacitor
10 kΩ 0603 Resistor
1x4 Connector Male
1x4 Connector Female
7805 DPACK 5V Voltage Regulator
Microcontroller
16 Way Switch
RS-485 Transceiver
LED Driver
7 Segment LED (Blue)

Vendor
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Digikey
Sparkfun

Part Number
YAG4518CT-ND
311-1779-1-ND
478-1562-1-ND
RNCP0603FTD10K0CT-ND
ED2877-ND
ED2810-ND
MC7805BDTRKGOSCT-ND
ATMEGA328P-ANRCT-ND
563-1213-1-ND
MAX488ESA+-ND
MAX7221EWG+-ND
COM-11408

Quantity
1
4
5
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

